
Demo Design Draft
CogBooks Client-Facing Demo Development and Production: Initial Planning

Introduction
This is a draft plan of development for one or more CogBooks demos to be completed
as soon as possible.  The purpose, audience and priorities, as well as an initial plan of
action (for development and production) are described.  Review and commentary are
welcome throughout the draft.

Purpose
The primary purpose of these demos is to provide our target audience with a
motivational impetus to integrate CogBooks into their current and future LMS
implementations.  This impetus is based on the strengths of CogBooks, including:

● The CogBooks system architecture is scalable and rock solid.
● CogBooks supports whole, integrated curricula (as opposed to siloed).
● CogBooks supports open data, open source integration, and open content from

other websites.  There is direct potential integration with all aspects of the
Open Educational Resources (OER) movement.

● The CogBooks adaptive framework is based entirely upon a research driven,
scientific approach to adaptability.

Deadline
We are on a very tight production deadline for these demos.  They need to be ready
to go live by the end of February.

Initial Timeline
This draft is available for review by Thursday morning (EST).  Review and feedback
should be completed by mid-afternoon Friday (EST).  Ben will compile feedback and
revise this plan, to be finalized and distributed internally on Monday morning (EST).

Target Audiences
The primary audience for these demos is decision-making Administrators at higher
education institutions in North America.

A secondary audience for these demos is senior executives at the Gates Foundations
that would use these demos for internal review procedures.

A potential tertiary audience for these demos is innovator or early adopter faculty at
higher ed institutions.  These faculty will seek out the CogBooks website and take
demo-based knowledge to department chairs and further up the chain.



Priorities for Demonstration
Based on conversations with Jim and Bill, I’ve gleaned the following priorities for our
current (and future) demonstration development.

All demos must contain sophisticated media.  Any photos, illustrations, diagrams,
video, and animations must have the highest production value possible in the
production time frame allotted.  I would add that quality takes priority over the
deadline.  We cannot have low quality production value in the content delivered by
our platform.  As I said to Jim: “It’s hard to sell a silver platter when it’s covered with
rotting meat.”

Further, we should heavily consider the use of high-quality stock footage
and photography.  The Creative Commons is a great place to start.  This
lends itself to our OER mission as well.  This is a worthy financial
investment.

The UX is not as polished as it needs to be.  We should avoid exposing flaws in the
UI and UX as much as possible.  This means our demos should be as contained and
controlled as possible.  We don’t want to set potential clients loose on terrain that
isn’t fully cooked.  This is especially true for the current state of the authoring tools.
In fact, the authoring tools are in such a state of flux that building any kind of
interactive demo within the timeframe we’ve got is not really possible.

This doesn’t mean that we cannot provide a thorough set of
non-interactive examples demonstrating the functionality, ease, and
efficiency of the subject-course framework that is the foundation of
CogBooks course authoring.

The sophistication of the adaptivity in CogBooks is our trump card.  We should
ensure that demos bring our trajectory-oriented (proactive vs. reactive) adaptive
solution to the forefront of the learning experience possible with CogBooks courses.
This includes a demonstration of the “cross-silo” remediation of integrated curricula
-- such as the remediation of basic math skills during a course on accounting (or
pharmaceuticals, or ecology, or statistics, etc.).

The audience should learn something about adaptive learning.  Our demos should
include enough adaptive learning theory (and research-based findings) to allow our
primary audience to feel as though they’ve learned something new.  They can then
impress their colleagues.  If they feel like they’ve accomplished something -- coupled
with the realization that CogBooks functionality is backed by sound science and
strong data analyses -- this increases the motivational impetus to move forward
with a positive decision.



Required Features
As a result, demos we produce about the adaptive learning experience must include
the following:

1. A learner tests correctly and skips over course items.
2. A learner test incorrectly and gets remediation support in a course.
3. A learner uses his/her own opinion of demonstrated abilities to self-assess and

make decisions about skipping ahead or reviewing (remediation) materials.
a. Specifically, a learner is given an exercise, and then a model response

for the exercise.  The learner uses a provided rubric to self-assess and
decide to move back or forward.

4. The event of assessment should be separated from the event of sequence
adaptation.

a. Specifically, the system provides different support for two separate
learners experiencing the same problem late in a course due to
differentiation in behaviors demonstrated by these two learners early
in the course.

b. This allows for a focus on the the sophistication of the CogBooks
algorithms for delayed delivery of adaptation based on continued
tracking of performance (again: proactive vs. reactive).

Outcomes of Demonstration
We would like for our primary target audience -- decision-making administrators --
to come away from the self-driven demo experience with several outcomes.

It shouldn’t feel like a marketing message.  We’re not selling.  We’re explaining and
convincing with evidence.  Our audience should feel like they’ve got evidence to turn
around and do their own convincing.

CogBooks is easy to use for learners.  Administrators should be convinced that
learners at their institution should have few if any challenges with the concept or
interface of CogBooks courses delivered by the institution.

CogBooks course creation is efficient and can be integrated across curricula.
Administrators should come away with a “limited” idea of how to go about creating
an adaptive course using the CogBooks authoring environment.  Innovative
faculty/staff at the institution can consult with administrators based on this aspect
of the demonstration.

Recommended Demo Types
Ideally, we’d like to provide full interactive course access to potential implementers,
giving them a chance to play around with the system and make their own decisions
about what they’d like to test out.  Unfortunately, providing such access at this point



allows for too many variables leading to potential broken UX/UI experiences, which
is an instant fatal error in any adoption decision process.  This is not something we
can work around in the current production time frame.  Similarly, this means we
should avoid providing an interactive “live” authoring tool demonstration for now.
It’s not ready and won’t be by the established deadline.

We should definitely prioritize both of these types of demonstrations
for near-future development within the next few months -- perhaps a
late spring, early summer launch?

This leaves us with two options, differentiated primarily through activity and
passivity of audience consumption.

Option 1: A self-contained video.

This video should be no more than 10 minutes long, covering all required aspects of
the adaptive learning experience (and conceptual priorities) outlined above.

Furthermore, this video should be benchmarked with chapter splits,
allowing a potential client to skip around to different parts of the video
based on semantic labeling.  This is easily done with YouTube, which
also brings up the idea of hosting our finished demo video on YouTube
or Vimeo (or both) for additional social media exposure.  The hosted
videos can obviously be embedded directly on the CogBooks site.

Option 2: Interactive “vignettes” on the CogBooks website.

I highly recommend that we practice what we preach in terms of “chunking.”  We
can develop several narrative vignettes emphasizing various features and virtues of
CogBooks adaptability and course authoring.  These will give the viewer a sense of
control and choice based on the fact that they can view them as they see fit, based on
menu selection from a new subsection of the CogBooks website (perhaps under
“Resources”).

These vignettes should be text and graphics (photos, illustrations, screencaps) with
simple animations (of course-based actions) as necessary.  We can also integrate
pieces of the longer video as optional viewing at the end of relevant vignettes.

An added benefit of these vignettes is that we can initially develop several, and
continue rolling out more as we have time and resources and new developments in
the adaptive learning experience and authoring tools.

Recommended Development Plan
Based on feedback received on this draft, Ben will create an actionable development
specification that fits within our prescribed timeline and available resources.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Ftubeteaching.blogspot.com%2F2013%2F04%2Fadd-interactive-chapters-to-youtube.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHKb0tdpilnyfrEs7yTc4vYy0hAMg

